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How It Works

Bear IQ functions as the insights, metrics, and visualization layers and sits on top of your technology.  The 

system pulls data via an API, organizes and enriches the data, and computes more than 80 metrics related 

to virtual/hybrid event health.  The user interface is embedded into your system and the look and feel are 

customized to your product’s specs, resulting in a seamless and secure end-user experience.

There are three points at which Bear IQ interfaces with your system:

1. The Initial API data configuration during onboarding

2. When you activate Bear IQ for a specific event in the Admin Portal and we begin to pull the 

event-specific endpoints from your API

3. To visualize the Bear IQ dashboards inside your system after checking the endpoints
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Interfacing with Bear IQ

Provider List of 

Events & System 

End Point

1. The Initial API data configuration during onboarding

This is the first communication between Bear IQ and your Virtual Event Platform. In order to

successfully pull data from your API, we need to know which data endpoints are available, as well as

what event token information we will need in the future to pull the data for specific events.
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This critical first step paves the way for smooth, real-time transfer of data across multiple events on

your platform and is discussed in-depth in the next section of the guide on APIs.
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Interfacing with Bear IQ

2. When you activate Bear IQ for a specific event in the Admin Portal and we 

begin to pull the event-specific endpoints from your API

Bear IQ does not begin pulling data for a specific event on your team flips the “on” switch for that

event in your Bear IQ Control Panel. This action tells our system to activate the data pull from your

API for the specific event.
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Interfacing with Bear IQ

3. To visualize the Bear IQ dashboards inside your system after checking the 

endpoints

This communication serves two purposes: It signals to your system that additional event analytics

powered by Bear IQ are available to be displayed to the event’s admin users, and it then pushes the

Bear IQ insight suite into your system via a snippet of iframe code.

This third communication point also encompasses user authentication, with is covered in more detail

later in this guide.
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APIs

The specifics around how you pass your data 

to us matter.

Setting up an API Pull from Bear IQ is the

best way to make sure our teams are

transferring data easily and securely. This

section will cover:

• The advantages of an API setup with Bear 

Analytics

• The typical data pull cadence over the life 

cycle of an event
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APIs: Pulling the Data

There are numerous ways to send and receive data. After significant load testing and discussions with

many Event Technology Providers, we have created the following API Protocols as the most lightweight

and reliable way to transfer data from your system to Bear IQ.

While we do have the capability to pull XML data via a SOAP API, if you are building your API to conform

with Bear IQ, we recommend utilizing a REST API and JSON formatted data. This is the current industry

standard for APIs and reduces variability across both of our systems.

Advantages of an API Pull from Bear IQ

• Secure, authentication-based access to your data

• Scalable across your system’s data schema and can support multiple event clients

• Does not tax or overburden your system like a push could

• You control the experience-Bear IQ can only pull the endpoints you have exposed

• Error-proof against Bear pushing any changes to your system

• Protects from Bear IQ interfering with your platform’s functionality if there are processing errors on 

our end or vice versa

• Any changes or additions made to the endpoints by the VEP can be automatically pulled into the 

Bear IQ system



Data Security

We make it our highest priority to safeguard your information, ensuring the security and confidentiality of

your customer data and any proprietary data schema information from your system. To protect your

confidentiality and that of your customers, Bear Analytics utilizes industry-leading security technology and

established data governance best practices.

Seamless Authentication

We have designed Bear IQ to be a comprehensive end user experience that is easy to embed and low cost

to maintain.

One of the key pillars of Bear IQ is ease of use and seamless delivery of insights for the end user. The

embedded experience includes a token-based authentication schema that, once configured, allows your

customers to access their Bear IQ dashboards inside your system through their existing username and

password.
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User Controls

Your team has access to a system Control Panel to determine which of your customers’ events should

have access to the Bear IQ system. This allows you to decide which customers should have access to the

system—and for how long.

Industry-Leading Technology Stack

Bear Analytics has partnered with Microsoft to ensure the very best threat detection, security, and

infrastructure tools are in place. Bear IQ is built with data security in mind, and since our start in 2013, we

have utilized best-in-class technology solutions and protocols to protect our clients’ data for the largest

events in the world.



Should you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to reach out to us:

TechnicalServices@BearAnalytics.com

The best vision
is insight.

“”

-Malcolm Forbes
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